
#  Thumbs down - no attempt to improve 
 
* Inadequate provision 
 
** Some vestiges of damping 
 
*** Definite attempt to help 
 
**** On the right track 
 
***** Comfortable acoustic environment 

A good score means that we enjoyed the acoustic environment and were able to hold a reasonable conversation. 
A poor score means that conversation was difficult and as such we would be disinclined to come again. 

 
Hearing accessibility is important in combating social isolation.  People need to get out and go places for a normal 
social life.   Age Friendly Island and Age UK are dedicated to helping elderly and hard of hearing people lead full 

lives.   Those with normal hearing also do not enjoy having to speak competitively. 
 

Thank you, Quiet Access IW. 

Thank you for allowing use of your establishment.   As an age-friendly group 
focussed on encouraging noise reduction in social spaces we would like to report 
that we found your establishment to be rated: 
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